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Water usage for the last 30 day period was 575K, 251K on Plat-B and 324K on Plat-C.
These numbers match up well with traditional readings. Well levels remain in acceptable 
range, Plat-B well 95 feet and Plat-C well 50 feet. Plat-C well has come up a few feet
from summer lows.

A  grandfathered water meter was installed at C-611 as the meter for this lot was 
installed on C-612 by a mistake made 10 years ago. A new meter hook up was installed 
at C-516 for new construction. At this time we are out meter setters so cannot do 
additional water hook ups. I did call Core & Main, our water parts supplier, they have
a bunch of parts for us, but are waiting on the back ordered meter setters. They will ship 
the items as soon as they are received, hopefully by the end of October.

I have reached out again to Maguire Iron to see if I can get their rep to visit us, 
concerning some issues with the Plat-C reservoir lining.

I will file a drinking water monitoring waiver with the health dept in November,
to see if they will approve it. This would allow us to do fewer of the more expensive
monitoring tests for a 3 year period, based on our history of not detecting soc's or voc's
in the past.

The Pump battery for Plat-B #1 reservoir was replaced in early October, the old battery 
failed, but was only a month or so old. This is the second defective battery this year.
I purchased several more new batteries to have on hand, they are in the desk in the 
Plat-B well house.

I still need to get some posts and an electrical enclosure to complete the upgrade
on the Plat-C reservoir radio system, will get to Logan later this month and get the
needed items.

No other major items or leaks to report at this time.


